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Love & Hip Hop: Hollywood (Series 4)

14 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Girl Fight

Keyshia Cole confronts unresolved issues with her estranged husband Booby. Chaos erupts when
Hazel-E squares off against her haters at a women's empowerment event. A sexy new arrival
threatens to turn Masika's world upside-down. Teairra's lunch date with an old frenemy goes all
the way left. A shocking revelation derails Brooke and Marcus' talk of marriage. Moniece's love life
moves in an unexpected direction.

2. Make It Count

Ray J.'s struggle to start a family leads to an outrageous bet with A1 and Safaree. Keyshia gets
advice from Too Short on a major life decision. Nikki Baby connects Chanel West Coast with a
producer who can take her rap career to the next level. Brooke goes on a mission to uncover the
truth about Marcus. A friend's betrayal sends Masika into a tailspin.

3. New Bae

Teairra's new man clashes with her social circle. Chanel leaps to her friend's defense at Safaree's
party. Ray J.'s secret weighs on his conscience. Lyrica issues a startling demand to A1. Alexis and
Solo's relationship hits a snag. Brooke forces Marcus to make a decision about their future.

4. Got Swag?

Masika hires Misster Ray to plan an event, only to get caught in the crossfire of his beef with Zell.
Concerns mount over Teairra's self-destructive behavior. A1 considers a collaboration with
Keyshia Cole. Brooke and Booby hatch a plan to teach Marcus a lesson. An explosive
confrontation rocks Nikki Baby's lingerie shoot.

5. Spirit Animal

Mayhem erupts at Safaree and Chanel's music video shoot. Misster Ray's attempt to make nice
with Masika leads to a wild encounter with Zell. A betrayed Teairra lashes out at Cisco, Moniece,
and Nia. Keyshia gets caught in the middle of a marital spat. Alexis confronts Solo in a very public
way.
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6. Gusbands & Wives

Shocking allegations blow up Masika and Nia's dinner for Zell and Misster Ray. Teairra and
Cisco's shopping trip ends in tears. Moniece struggles with "the other woman" in her relationship.
Booby worries about Keyshia's response to his latest big move. Nikki Baby tries to broker peace
between Hazel and Chanel. Solo faces the consequences of his actions.

7. Shady Ladies

The women of Hollywood are forced to pick sides in a growing war between cliques. Ray J.'s effort
to develop a sexy new image for Bridget Kelly puts a strain on his marriage to Princess. Moniece
squares off against A.D.'s best friend. Teairra learns the ugly truth about Cisco. Moniece and
Masika unleash a messy podcast. Solo and Alexis find themselves at a crossroads.

8. Squad Goals

Moniece and Alexis' social media beef spills into the streets. Teairra's behavior at Nikki Baby's
event leads to an emotional confrontation. Brooke and Booby cause a stir at Lyrica's listening
party. Ray J. goes to extreme lengths to show Princess he's ready for fatherhood.

9. Intervention

Teairra makes a critical decision about her future. Warring cliques unite in an effort to end the
conflict between Masika and Alexis. Marcus confronts Brooke and Booby. Zell sabotages the
launch party for Misster Ray's P.R. company. Ray J. butts heads with Bridget's boyfriend at an
outrageous music video shoot.

10. Muscial Chairs

Brooke fends off competition for Booby. Tiffany exposes cracks in Moniece and A.D.'s relationship.
Hazel's mom urges her to go after a real baller. A1 teaches Chanel a lesson in karma. Marcus and
Bridget have a secret encounter. Keyshia goes on a blind date.

11. Friends with Benefits

Masika plots her revenge against Zell. Hazel brings out Brooke's angry side. Alexis pushes
Moniece and A.D. to the breaking point. Nikki and Safaree join Chanel and her new love interest
on a double-date. Booby tells Keyshia the truth about his feelings for Brooke.

12. Boy Band

Bobby Brown pushes Fizz to consider a B2K reunion. Booby and Brooke's romantic getaway
takes an unexpected turn. Zell reveals a messy musical side-project. Hazel learns the truth about
her song with Ray J. Safaree's cousin visits L.A. with a secret agenda. Alexis tangles with Solo's
new girl.
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13. Exit Stage Left

Brooke devises a scheme to expose Marcus and Bridget. Fizz makes a daring move on his quest
to reassemble B2K. A1 helps Lyrica face an emotional hurdle. Masika and Hazel come face to
face. Moniece serves Alexis her walking papers. Solo attempts to broker peace between the
women in his life.

14. No Place Like Home

Safaree says goodbye to Hollywood and makes one last play for Nikki Baby. Teairra returns from
rehab with a complicated new perspective. An angry confrontation rocks Fizz's B2K reunion.
Brooke and Bridget transform the showcase into a battle of the divas. A moment of truth arrives
for Keyshia and Booby. Hazel comes for Ray J. Marcus shares with Brooke a special gift.


